A daring and controversial leader in the field of cultural studies, *Social Text* focuses attention on questions of gender, sexuality, race, and the environment, publishing key works by the most influential social and cultural theorists.

**Notable forthcoming issues**

“China and the Human,”
parts 1 and 2 (#107, #108)

*David L. Eng, Teemu Ruskola, and Shuang Shen, special issue editors*

---

Subscribe today.
Quarterly.

Individual subscriptions: $33
Student subscriptions: $20 (with a valid student ID)

*Postage fees apply for international subscribers as well as applicable HST (including 5% GST) for Canadian orders.*

To subscribe or to order individual issues, please visit [dukeupress.edu/socialtext](http://dukeupress.edu/socialtext).
Finally, it’s easy to customize course materials!

Duke University Press and University Readers have partnered to create an online collection of Duke content, ready for customization and classroom use.

- Wide selection of Duke journal articles and book chapters
- Readings are pre-cleared and at discounted permission fees
- Opportunity to create an ideal reading list from favorite Duke selections
- Full publishing services (copyright clearance, print and digital formats, flexible distribution options to students)
- Two-week turnaround on course packs

http://library.universityreaders.com/?c=duke
800.200.3908 x501 | info@universityreaders.com